When a student performs sub netting he has ample amount of time in exam to do it using various ways. But when same thing a network ad min or security ad min does, he has time frame limit. Consider in real corporate world a person who is security admin is using very traditional and time consuming methods instead of simple and easy approach, in the situation where site is down and business is hampering. Thus I think there should be very simp le way of doing it for both student as well as corporate person.
INTRODUCTION
This article is focusing on simp lest and easiest way of subnetting. Most of the people have only this perception that IP subnetting is used to break large network into small network only for the purpose of security, creating VLAN and breaking organizational network domain. Yes it is, but simu ltaneously it is very useful for saving hundreds of IP addresses. Also router routes between two network, thus in order to perform routing, two ports of router must be in d ifferent Subnets. Hence subnetting is needed. If the network ad ministrator is versed in subnetting, he won't waste bunch of IP addresses. If it is Ethernet network then it may possible that network admin will avoid wastage of IP address if he has broken that subnet in wrong way into small, s mall subnets. But if it is WAN, where it works on serial technology and where we need only 4 IP addresses, and admin has broken subnet in the wrong way then it may cause wastage of many addresses. Thus this article is focusing on different scenarios of subnetting, network ad min should use to avoid wastage of IP addresses. We represent subnet mask using dotted decimal numbers fro m 0-255 etc. But when someone performs subnetting, he needs reference of bits and bytes to convert /8, /16, /24, /27 etc. to subnet mask. Counting binary 1's and 0's and then converting it in the decimal is really time consuming and requires a lot attention which network ad min feels hectic job. This art icle is focussing on how to perform subnetting by merely using bits and bytes in the account.
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III. SUBNETTING Rules of Subnetting:
Two directly connected devices should be in same network or subnet, two ports of router should not be in same subnet.
Methods of Subnetting:
We generally follow t wo corporate methods for subnetting. Step 2: Subtract given CIDR value fro m 32. Thus subtract 24 fro m 32, you will get 8.
Step 3: Nu mber of host you have is, 2^8=256
Step 4: Div ide this value by number of network. So 256/ 8=32….. Host in each subnets.
Step 5: Represents this value in power of 2 to get decimal number. So 2^x=32…………. Hence decimal value is 5.
Step Where first subnet is known as subnet zero.
Subnetting by host poi nt of view
Steps to be followed:  Get number of host you want in total.  Div ide it by nu mber of subnets you need.  Find decimal nu mber for it in power o f 2.  Subtract that number fro m 32.  You will get CIDR value or subnet mask for small subnets.  Now, use the same method to form subnets and IP addresses in it.
Example: In your organizat ion you have established 4 new offices and you as network admin will give them IP addresses. Given subnet for you is 16.20.20.0/ 24
Step 1: Get number of host you want.
Here suppose according to business team they need 256 host.
Step 2: Div ide it by nu mber of subnets. So suppose for 4 offices you may need 8 networks.
So 256/ 8=32
Step 3: Make it decimal in power of 2 So 2^x=32 So x=5
Step 4 
IV. CONVERTING CIDR VALUE INTO SUBNET MASK
CISCO has given specific format for all the CIDR values from /1-/32. But keeping them all in mind while configuration is hectic, as well as finding them manually using bits and bytes calculation is also boring. Thus we can do it in simp le way.
We have octet which represents 256 possibilit ies. Thus when we will convert any CIDR value we will keep it in mind. Also we will keep default CIDR's in mind like, /8=255.0.0.0 /16=255.255.0.0 /24=255.255.255.0 /32=255.255.255.255
But when we will get any CIDR value other than default, we will use its previous default value to find its subnet mask Subtract default value fro m given CIDR. 
V. CONCLUSION
Subnetting is very crucial part when it comes to IPV4. Even though now we are mov ing toward use of next version of IP that is V6, we cannot drop the importance of V4 as most of the organization have model and network built in IPV4. Nowadays use of tunnelling like IPV4 to IPV6 and vice versa has increased to maintain compatibility between new and old infrastructure. Thus we still need study on various aspects which will kill time consuming and traditional way of doing work. Here I have suggested different approach by which we can make hectic task of subnetting for network and security admin very easy. Even though there are some websites which have application interface to provide help to complete this task of subnetting, using it in daily practice will definitely improve quality of concepts and help students as well as person working in industry.
